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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a theoretical basis for 
a computerized methodology for estimating biological age, 
a measure of time to death. The authors then discuss their 
attempts to reproduce the human underwriting of one life 
insurance company using a computerized methodology. 
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I~ INTRODUCTION 

Competition within the life insurance industry 

seems to increase consistently with time. In order to 

achieve the lowest possible rates for their products, life 

insurance companies must pursue diligently all possible 

avenues for reducing expenses. 

In the past thirty years, the advent and 

advancement of computer technology has assisted greatly in 

reducing costs in many insurance company operations. 

In this paper, we will argue that it is now 

feasible to computerize much of the underwriting process, 

and with continuous monitoring of the computerized system, 

one should not have to sacrifice any significant level of 

underwriting accuracy. 

This would have two immediate and obvious 

advantages. First, costs will be lowered significantly and, 

second, the time from application to issue of the policy will 

be shortened significantly. 
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A BIOLOGICAL AGE MODEL 

In determining the premium to be paid for life 

insurance, or a life annuity, the actuary is concerned with 

time to death. This is clear from the mathematical formulation 

of the net single premium functions: 

FOR LIFE INSURANCE: 

)

aoVt p 
t X 

0 

]..lx+t dt ( 1) 

FOR LIFE A."'NJ I TIES: ["M, ( 2) 

It is also interesting to note that a good 

approximation for these values can be determined as follows: 

( 3) 

(4) 

Hence, our concern is with time to death. 

It may seem strange, therefore, that the single 

most important factor used to determine the size of these 

premiums is time since birth or chronological age. Of 

course, we realize that chronological age is an important 
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factor in predicting time to death, but it has been argued 

[Brown and Forbes, 1976] that a high correlation with 

chronological age is neither a necessary nor sufficient 

condition for an index which accurately measures time to 

death. 

Instead, several biostatisticians have turned 

to a concept called biological age as a superior way to 

present, in a single parameter, the best estimate for time 

to death. 

If a risk is assigned a biological age x , this 

means that the risk has a life expectancy, ex , which 

corresponds to the life expectancy of the average member of 

the defined group whose chronological age is x . That is, 

if you are assigned biological age 45, this means you have 

the life expectancy of an average person whose chronological 

age is 45. 

Therefore we can see that a biological age model 

is nothing more than a disguised statement of life expectancy. 

The reason for this method of statement will be explained 

later. 

There have been several studies on the estimation 

of an index of biological age (see bibliography) . 
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One study that has been used in the development 

of the biological age model is the Framingham Study of 

1973 which was an epidemiological study of cardiovascular 

disease. The general framework of this study can be 

described as follows. 

At the start of the study period, measurements 

on k variables are taken on n individuals deemed free from 

disease. After a period of m years, the individuals 

are re-examined and the n
1 

individuals who have developed 

the disease in the interim are noted. Based on these data, 

it is desired to estimate P(x 1,x 2 , ... ,xk), the probability 

that an individual with measurements !x 1,x 2 , ... xk) will 

develop the disease in m years. A model to estimate this 

probability, suggested by Cornfield (1962), has been used 

extensively in the analysis of such data: 

If P!x 1, .. . xk) represents the probability of 

neveloping the disease given ~easurements {xl, . .. ,xk) 

then 

P67!x 1, ... ,xk) 

6 ( "-J' ••• 'X k) 
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'1 
[' 
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and 
(l-p)6 0 !x 1, ... ,xk) 

6!xl' ... ,x 12 1 

where 6o!x1, ... ,xk) and nl(xl, •.. ,xk) represent the 

distributions of (x 7, ... ,x 12 J in the healthy and diseased 

populations respectively, 6(x 7, ... ,x 12 J represents the 

(6) 

11nconditional distribution, and p represents the unconditional 

probability of developing the disease. Thus from equations 

(5) and (6) 

If no and OJ are assumed to be multivariate normal with 

the same variance-covariance matrix L and means u 0 ana u 1 

respectively, then 

l+exp [-a- I B .x · ) 

1 
k ) -1 

.i.=1 .{. .{. 
( 8) 

where 

a (9a) 

(9b) 
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These may be recognized as the estimated linear discriminant 

function coefficients with a= c-log(n 0;n 1) (see, for example, 

Rao 1968). Thus, under the assumptions of multivariate 

normality with equal variance-covariance structure in both 

populations, the model and estimates of the parameters are 

well defined. Of course, the imposed structure is rarely 

justified since the measured variables will include binary type 
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data (e.g. positive family hjstory of heart disease) and markedly 

non-normal data (e.g. number of cigarettes smoked per day). 

However, the form of the model (see Fig.l) is intuitively 

a reasonable one for estimating risk, since it ranges between 

zero and one and increases rapidly over the middle portion 

of the range. Hence, the model attempts to find the linear 

function of (x 7, ... ,xk) which places the healthy individuals 

at the 'zero' end of the curve and the diseased individuals 

at the 'one' end. 

Table 1. Probability per 1000 of developing 

cardiovascular diseaseA in next 8 years 

by specified characteristics 

The characteristics are as shown together with glucose intolerance (GI) 
absent and left ventricular hypertrophy by ECG (LVH-ECG) negative. The 
probabilities are given for levels of serum cholesterol (SC) in mg/100 ml 
and systolic blood pressure (SBP) in mmHg( 130 Pa) 

(From the Framingham Study 1973) 

Probability B per 1000 for 45 old male year 
Non-smoker Smoker 

105 120 135 150 165 180 195 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 

22 27 35 43 54 68 84 38 47 59 73 91 112 138 

28 35 43 54 68 84 104 47 59 73 91 113 138 169 

35 44 54 68 84 104 129 59 74 91 113 139 169 205 

44 55 68 85 105 129 158 74 92 113 139 170 206 247 

55 68 85 lOS 129 158 192 92 113 139 170 206 247 293 

68 85 105 130 158 192 232 114 140 170 206 248 294 345 

85 105 130 159 193 232 277 140 171 207 248 295 346 401 
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A In the Fraringham definition, cardiovascular disease is considered to have 
developed if there is a definite manifestation of coronary heart disease, 
intermittent claudication, congestive heart failure or cerebrovascular 
accident in the absence of a previous manifestation of any of these 
diseases or rheumatic heart disease. 

B Probabilities are estimated using the model 

8 - - 1 
P!x 1, ... ,x8 l = {l+exp !-6-f: f',.x.)} 

.<.=1 .{. .{. 

where a=-19.7709560 and 

{ f,.(. )(. .(. B.<. X 
.{. .(. 

1 0.3743307 age 5 0.5583013 cigarettes (0 nonsmoker;lsmoker) 

2 -0.0021165 (age)x(age) 6 1.0529656 LVH-ECG (0 none; 1 present) 

3 0.0258102 sc 0.6020336 GI (0 absent; 1 present) 

4 0.0156953 SPB 8 -0.0003619 sc x age 

Estimates of and (S 7' ••• ,B k) when 

assumptions of normality are not made (but the form of the 

model is assumed) may be obtained bv maximizing the likelihood 

function 

for a and ( S 
1 

, .•• , B k l , where U 
0 

and u
7 

represent the sets 

of individuals in the healthy and diseased populations respectively 

and represents equation (8) evaluated at the 

The values of (x
7

, . .. ,xkl observed for the jth individual. 

maximum likelihood estimates often do not differ significantly 

from the linear discrimin1nt coefficients and the latter are 
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often used because their calculation does not involve iteration. 

In such problems, there are often a large number 

of independent variables available for entry into a model. It 

is a common problem to attempt to determine an "optimal" subset 

of these variables; that is a relatively small number of the 

independent variables which may predict risk nearly as well 

as the entire set. 

The importance of any variable, say the fth 

(e.g. systolic blood pressure), for predicting risk may be 

investigated by maximizing L1 1CJ.,S 7,S:z,···•s.C O, ••• Sk) 

The ratio -2log{L 7 (~.~)/L(S,ft) }, where (:,!l is the vector of 

estimates under the second model and (~,@) is the vector of 

:z estimates under the full model, is asymptotically x
1 

under 

the hypothesis s£ = 0 and large values of this quantity indicate 

evidence against the hypothesis that the ith variable is 

unimportant in predicting the development of the disease, after 

adjusting for other variables. 

These types of tests form the basis for stepwise 

procedures for model building. That is, variables can be 

entered into models one at a time, at each step the variable 

entered is the one which increases the likelihood function 
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the most, given the previous variables in the model. The 

procedure stops when no variable, not in the model, increases 

the likelihood appreciably. Such procedures can be combined 

with variable elimination procedures which remove variables 

one at a time until the removal of any variable in the model 

would decrease the likelihood appreciably. These stepwise 

procedures have been extensively used to try to determine 

"optimal" subsets of independent variables; however, they have 

recently come into considerable criticism (e.g. Hocking(l976), 

Lawless and Singhal (1978)) . With the development of high 

speed computers and numercial methods it is possible to very 

quickly screen a great many of the models and determine which 

models might be suitable "candidates" for consideration for 

an optimal model. The programme SHOD as described in Lawless 

and Singhal (1978) does this model screening, and was used in 

the analysis described later. 

One advantage of developing adequate models of 

risk, other than the ability to test quantitatively for significant 

predictor variables, is that the model may be used to prepare 

convenient summary tables such as is presented in Table 1. Such 

tables allow a physician to inform the patient of his personally 

estimated risk of developing disease and also enable him to 

determine which factors are elevating this risk. Further, 

when combined with a table such as Table 2 the physician is 
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able to present the individual's risk relative to individuals 

experiencing "average" (or perhaps, with some modification to 

the table, "ideal") risk. 

Table 2. Appraised age of individual 

with specified characteristics 

The appraised or risk age is the age of the average Framingham Study (1973) 
male with the equivalent risk of developing cardiovascular disease in the 
next 8 years by the same characteristics as specified in Table 1 (GI 
absent, LVH-ECG negative) 

[From Brown and Forbes 1976 ] 

Appraised A 
of 45 year old male age 

Non-smoker Smoker 

SBP 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 105 120 135 150 165 180 195 

185 36 37 39 40 42 44 46 39 41 43 45 47 so 53 

210 37 39 40 42 44 46 49 41 43 45 47 so 53 56 

235 39 40 42 44 46 49 52 43 45 47 so 53 56 63 

260 40 42 44 46 49 52 55 45 47 so 53 56 63 71 

285 42 44 46 49 52 55 60 47 so 53 56 63 71 74 

310 44 46 49 52 55 60 70 so 53 56 63 71 74 75 

335 46 49 52 55 60 70 73 53 57 63 71 74 75 77 

A 
Calculations were based on the following average risks (see Section 28, the 
Framingham Study) 

Age 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 70 

Risk/1000 18 41 75 115 159 193 212 229 

and risks of approximately 0/1000 and 1000/1000 at ages 0 and 105 respectively. The 
appraised age was estimated by an average qua~ratic logistic interpolation procedure; 
results >70 were obtained by interpolation between the arbitrary values given above, 
and should be treated with caution. 
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Table 2 is based on Robbins and Hall's (1970) 

approach to preventive medicine, entitled 'health hazard appraisal'. 

In this system, an individual's chances of dying from a number 

of diseases are computed, based on his physiological measurements, 

lifestyle etc. T~ese are combined, and the composite risk is 

compared with the risk of death experienced by an"average"member 

of the population. The individual's appraised age, the age of 

the average individual with same risk of death, is obtained in 

this way together with recommendations aimed at reducing the 

appraised age. Since most persons appreciate the consequences 

of being, say, 5 years older than they are chronologically, the 

message is presented more effectively than if the same information 

were expressed as a probability. In this way, individuals 

appraised as being 'older' than their chronological age may be 

encouraged to reduce factors whic~ are elevating risk, and those 

appraised as 'younger' may have their positive lifestyles reinforced. 

A similar "health hazard appraisal" model is 

used by Health and Welfare Canada in their "Evalu-Vie" programme. 

The input to the computer program are the coded answers to the 

following questions: 
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liE!,LTH I!:.Zi\RD APPP.AI SAL 

FCT# F/\C't'OR ABi.lREV. CODC DI:S-:RJPTION 

-·--------------------

2 

3 

Sl.:X 

~.LCOI!OL 

HABITS 

SI::X 

!IGE 

IILCOHOL 

l 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Male 

Female 

Enter aqc in years 

------------------

41 or more drinks per week 

25-40 drinks per week 

7-24 drinks per week 

3-6 drinks ?er week 

1-2 drinks per week 

STOPPED: 
Stopped drinking (Person h.t:; 
stopped hef~re symptoms of 
cirrhosis) Factor should IJc 
given to stopped drinkers 
regardless of amount. 

7 NON DRINKER: 
Never been a drinker 

1 •• !.:. llun.ber of "drinks" should include aperitifs, wines, beer, etc. 

4 !'PREST 
RI:CORD 

I~E!IPOtlS 

ARREST 
R.ECORD 

WEAPONS 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

Burglary, Robbery, Assault 
Without violence or threat 
No Arrests 

Carry 
Does not carry 

---- -------------------------
DCPRFSSION uEPRF.SSION 1 

2 
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Often severely depressed 
Seldom or never severely 
depressed 



FCT~ ri\CTOR ABBREV. CODE 

---
7 mLES ~11 LES 

f'L:H 
y t:/1. H 

8 SEAT SF..AT BELT 1 
BELT 2 
USE 3 

4 

-
9 HISTORY OF PNEUMONIA 1 

BJ,CTERIAL 2 
Pt:EUMO;HA 

10 BLOOD PRESSURE 
SYSTOLIC 
( i f unsure 
enter 120) 

ll &LOOD 
PPESSURE 
DIASTOLIC 
(if unsure 
enter 80) 

------·-
12 BLOOD 

Cr:OLESTEROL 
(if unsure 
use 2) 

-----
l l lliAHETIC 

--·--·--

14 HCIGIIT 

15 \·/EIGHT 

16 FRAME 

BP: SYSTOLIC 

BP: DIASTOLIC 

CHOLESTEROL 

Pli\BETES 

HEIGHT 

WEIGHT 

FRAME 
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1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 
3 

Dl~St: R I i,71 0!"~ 

Enter 1~i les <iriven per· year ttn' 1 I 
or miles ~J;, an auto f1US;.rnqcr 

------
Worn less than 10~ of the time 
Worn 10-24~ of the time 
Worn 25-74% of the time 
Worn 75-100% of the time 

Has had 
Has not had 

Enter systolic blood pressure 
in rrun 

-- ---~----
Enter diastolic blood pressure 
in rrun 

Cholesterol Level 280+ 
220-279 
219 

Diabetic 
Diabetic (Controlled) 
Not Diabetic 

and belo•-, 

Enter Height in inches with shn. 
(Without shoes: 
ADD 1 inch for Males 
--- 2 inches for Ferr~les) 

Enter weight in pounds (In 
indoor clothing and shoes) 

Small 
Medium 
Large 



lj' 
I' 

F ··~ ..__, -· 

17 

1 B 

ABBREV. 

DRUGS DRUGS/MED 
!\ND 
~l:lllCI\TION 

INFLU~NCING MOTOR 
VEHICLE OPERATION 

EXERCISE 

:>MOKING 
HABITS 

EXERCISE 

SMOKING 

· i ~<.•r current smoker 
r .. ··i)\•iest in past 5 
yf'urs 

21 fc.r ex-smoker mark 
hec.viest amount 
smoked in year 
Letcre quitting 

COPE DLS .: 1< 1; T I 0'~ 

------·-----
1 Excess 
2 Moderate 
3 None 

1 

2 

3 

SEDENTARY: Work and !~1surc. 
Under 5 fliqhts of st~1rs nr 
half milC' walkinq per d.1y 

LOW MODERJ\TE: SoMe 1\.:t ivi ty 
Work and Leisure. between 5 
and 15 flights of stairs cr 
0.5 to 1.5 miles wa:king or 
comparable daily activity. 

HIGH MODERATE: Programmed 
exercise 4 times per week or 
1.5 to 2 miles of walking or 
15 to 20 flights of stairs 
or comparable daily activity. 

4 VIGOROUS: Greater than moderatP. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Cigarettes, 40 or more/day 

Cigarettes, 20-39/day 

Cigarettes, 10-19/day 

Cigarettes, less than 10/day 

Cigars or pipes ONLY;5 or 
more/day or any amount inhalen 

6 Cigars or pipes ONLY;less than 
5/day NOT inhaled 

7 Nonsmoker: (Never smoked or 
not smoked for 10 years) 

----------------------------------------
20 CURRENT 

SMOKING 
STATUS 

STOPSMOK Still smoking or Nonsmoker 

Years of having stopped smokinq 
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21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

29 

30 

I' II< ''1'0 I~ 

FAMILY 
HISTORY OF 
I SCHeme 
HEART 
DISEASE 

FAMILY 
HISTORY OF 
DIABETES 

FAMILY 
HISTORY OF 
SUICIDE 

CMPHYSEHJ\ 
AND/OR 
BRONCHITIS 

RECTAL 
POLYP 

PROCTO
SIGMOIDOS
COPY 

RECTAL 
BLEEDING 

CHRONIC 
RHEUMATIC 
HEART 
DISEASE 

ABnr.r:v. 

FH/HEART 

FH/DIAB 

FH/SUICD 

EMPHYSEMA 

POLYP 

PROCTO 

RCTI3LOOD 

RH:FEVER 

CODE 

1 

2 

Both parents died before 60 
of Ischemic Heart Disease 

One parent dind ~eforc ~0 of 
Ischemic l!eart Disca!':e 

3 One or both pa rcnt5 d i cd t ,,~f n n · 
60 of cause other than lsche~J<' 
Heart Disease OR still al1vc 
below 60 
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4 None of the above 

FAMILY HISTORY: mother, 
father, sister, brother, chile 

1 Yes 
2 No 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 
2 

1 

2 

1. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Yes 
No 

Has Emphysema and/or !3ronch it i' 
Has no signs or symptoe~ of 
Emphysema and/or Bronchitis 

Has had 
Has not had 

Has annually 
Does not have annually 

Has had undiagnosed rectal 
bleeding in the past year 
Has not had undiagnosed rectal 
bleeding in the past year 

Rheumatic Heart ~rmur, 
no Chemooroohylaxis 
Rneumatic Heart Murmur,on 
Chemoprophylaxis 
History of Rheumatic Fever but 
no Murmur, no Chemooroohylaxis 
HTstory of Rheumatic F-ever but 
no Heart Murmur, on Chemoprophy 
lax is 
No history of Rheumatic Fever an• 
no Rneunatic Heart Murmur 



/ 
I 

31 

32 

FAC'TOk 

SIGtJS OR 
SYMP'fOMS 
OF CHRONIC 
RHI.:UMATIC 
liE ART 
DISEASE 

ULCERATIVE 
COLITIS 

ABBHEV. CODE 

RH: S/0/S 1 

2 

ULCERCOL 1 

2 

3 
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No 

Yes 

Has had Ulcerative Colitis 10 
years or more 

Has had Ulcerative Coli tis 
less than 10 years 

Has no sy1nptcms of U lee rat i vr, 
Colitis 



FACTOH Al:lBI<EV. CODE DF.~-.:RIPTION 

-------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------

33 v,\GI~lAL 

BLEEDING 

IIGE AT 
1'~\RRIJ\GE 

OR ONSET 
or 
1 NTEHCOlJRSE 

Vl\GBLOOD 

AGE/MAR 

1 

2 

1 
2 
3 

Has had 
bleeding 

Has not 
vaginal 

Teenage 
20-25 
Over 25 

undidgnoseu vaginal 
in past year 

had undiagnosed 
bleeding in past ye:>: 

or never 

---- -------------------------
3S 

36 

17 

I'J\I'SMJ:rdl 

ECONOMIC 
At:o 
S0CIAL 
ST_l\TUS 

JEWISH 

PJ\PSMEAR 

SOCIO/EC 

JEI-:ISH 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 

1 
2 

Has not had 
Negative within 5 years 
Negative within 1 year 
3 Negative within 5 years 

Low 
Average 
High 

No 
Yes 

----- ------------------------------------
l8 H.r1ILY 

Ill STORY 
I if BREJ\S'l' 
CANCEH 

F!-1/HREAST 
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1 

2 

Mother or sister had Breast 
Cancer 

Mother or sister ha~ Rr0uHt 
Cancer but patient examines 
breasts regularly and has 
periodic examination by phys1 

3 Neither mother nor sister had 
Breast Cancer 

4 Neither had Breast Cancer but 
patient examines breasts 
regularly and has periodic 
examination by physician 



Thus, a biological age index may be seen as a function 

of a set of observable quantities, each of which makes an important 

contribution to the prediction of age at death, years until 

death or some other measure stratifying the population by risk 

subgroups. 

A biological age index, y , may be written then 

in the form 
y = 6(x,V,I,6) 

where y represents, for example, age at death, years until 

death, reduction in optimal lifespan, an individual's appraised 

or risk age etc; x is the chronological age; V represents 

the additional contribution (i.e. adjusted for chronological 

age and other variables in the function) of the absolute level 

of a set of variables, such as blood pressure, cigarette smoking 

habits, family history, etc.; I represents the additional 

contribution of the interaction of variables in V with other 

variables in V and with chronological age; and 6 represents 

the additional contribution of past changes in any of the 

variables in V, and also of changes in variables that are not 

in V but are important because a change in them implies an 

elevation or reduction of y The variables in the sets V 

and 6 and all constants entering into this function have to 

be determined from a study of a reasonably large number of 

individuals followed longitudinally. 
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A COMPUTERIZED UNDERWRITING EXPERIMENT 

Late in 1981, the authors approached the Mutual 

Life of Canada, a large mutual insurance company located in 

waterloo, to see if we might test the biological age model by 

attempting to computerize their underwriting process. 

Mutual Life presently issues about 80,000 

individual life insurance policies a year. Approximately 75% 

of these policies are issued non-medical. Even for these 

policies, the cost of underwriting and issue averages close to 

$1~0 an application and the time needed for underwriting 

averages around five days. 

The Mutual Life allowed us access to their adult 

non-medical cases. We were sent coded data which included the 

following information: 

- beneficiary relationship 

- insurance amount 

- the underwriters decision (issue standard, 
issue rated, or decline) 

- and if the decision was other than standard 
what other information was requested by the 
underwriter. 

We were also provided with the answers given to the 

non-medical application form as shown on the next page. 
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J'i"i1 The Mutual Ltfe Assurance Company of Canada /Waterloo, Ontano 

~ APPLICATION PART 2 • EVIDENCE OF INSURABILITY 

Name tn lull {prmt) Date ol btrth 

2 A Name and address of usual med•cal advtser (tl none so statel 

B When and why last v•s•ted? 

C What treatment was g•ven or med•cat•on prescr1bed? 

Are you now under Observatton or taktng treatment? II yes Q•ve details 

YES NO Det•lla of yea •n•wtrt: 

To be used only tl the l•le Insured l'las 
anarned 16 years of age (18 yea•s •n 
Quebec) 

-4 ~~7~nfu ever been treated tor or ever had any md,cahon of (please spec1ty 

A 01sorder of eyes ears. nose or throat? 

B Severe headaches. d1ZZ1ness lamtmg toss ot conSCiousness I1!S. 
epdeps) speech d•sorder. para1ys1s stroke. nervous breakdown. mental 
troub1e or o\he• d1sorder of nervous syst~m? 

0 0 
ldenltl~ queS!ton number. Ctrcte appt•cable tlems Include d•agnosts. treatment 
?:~~~~~e~ural!on and names and addresses of all attendmg phystctans ana med•cai 

C H1g~ blood pressure palprtalton or pam about tne heart or chest dlftiCUH 
breatn.ng ca•d1ac asthma angma or corona"') d sease rneumat•c lever. 
heart murmur or othe• d1sorder of neart o• b•ood vessels? 

0 ~~~~~~~~~- i~~r~u~~s~~~~~esrsd~~~~Je;~~~~~: ~~~?asthma pleunsy. 

E Ulcer of stomach or duodenum. recurrent md1gest1on taund•ce gall 
stones. co11tts. bleedmg or other dtsorder of stomach. gall bladder. hver. 
mtestmes or rectum? 

F Sugar album1n or tllood 1n ur~ne venereal dtsease. kidney stone or colic or 
any other dtsorder ot ktaney. bladder. genttal o•gans. breasts or dtsorder of 
pregnancy 

G Arthntts. gout rheumat1sm. sctal•ca. delorm1ty or d1sorder of JOmts. l1mbs or 
back? 

H Cancer or otner tumor. enlarge::! glands or sto.rn d•sease? 
D•abetes. thyro1d or other e11docrme d1sorder? 
Any illness dtsease or operat,on not ment1oned above? 

K Female 111e Preg11ant"' {If so. grve e~pected del•very date) 

5 Do you now or have you ever used alcoholic beverages? 
II "yes·· complete lollowmg quest•ons 
A Frequency of use (dally. weekly. monthly) 
B Amount consumed on each occaston 
C Date last used 
0 Any treatment lor alcohol use (tncludmg AA membershtD) 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

E Any motor veh1Cie 1mpa1red dr1vmg convlchon_s _________ --=--:::-1 
Do you now or have you m the past 3 year~ used totlar.co? 0 0 
If "yes" g1ve daily use 1 1-5 I 6-10 1 11-25 1 over 25 1 

C1garenes 

Olher (spectfy 1 

ll d·scont1n.Jed wf"le'1 and why? 

7 Have you eve• used hero1n. morphme. other narcotiCS. barb,turates. 
am~hetammes o• psychoact1ve (mar1tuana LSD etc ) drugs e~cept as 
prescr•be::l by a pnystCian? 0 0 

Other than as stated 1n above quest1ons spec1ly if you have 

A Been a pat1ent or adv1sed to have a dtagnos!IC test hosp1talizal10n or 0 0 
surgery m a clintc hOSPital. samtoflum. or mejocal tac1!ily. 

B Used the serv1ce of any other phyS1C1ans 1n the last 5 years 0 0 

8 Have you ever had YES or NO DATES WHY TAKEN? 

A An electrocardiogram? 0 0 

8 Any olood tests? 0 0 
C Any X-rays? SPECIFY 0 0 

10 Has an app11cat1on tor msurance or annu1ty on your 

RESULT NAME AND ADDRESS OF PHYSICIAN ORDERING INVESTIGATION 

hie eve: tleen decltned ratea or mocl.'•ed 1n any waY' __ v_e_s ..=O:.__No_;::O:._ __ W_he_n __ ? ___ w___:hy_? ____________ ~C-_o:omc:o:::•:::":_Y? ____ _ 

11 Have you apphed lor or rece1ved a pensoor, or compensattOrl 
because ot 1llness or tntury? Yes D No 0 

12 He1ght 0 ft & 1ns We1ght 0 lbs Wetght change tn past 12 months Gam __ Loss--
(m Shoes) _____ 0 em (house ctothtng) ___ 0 kgs 

Reason 

D•d you measure? Yes D No 0 

DECLARATION: I declare the above answers and staiemel'lts are lull. complete and true and shall form par1 of the ev1dence ol1nsurabthty 1n respect of my applicat,on lor msurance (01 
for re1ns1a1ement of or change 1n my present 1nsurance) m The Mutual L1leAssurance Company of Canada 

AUTHORIZATION: I authome any phys1c1an or pract1t10ner who has observed me for d1agnos•s or treatment, and any hospital, clin1c or other med1cal or med1cally related tac1l1tywhere 
I have been a patte"1 and any mswance CO"T1pary the Me01Ca1 lntorma110n Bureau or other mgan1zatton. mst1tUt1on or person. that has any records or knowledge o! me or my neattn.to 
gtve lui: part1culars thereof mclud1ng any pr,or medocal history 10 the Mutuar Ltle Assurance Company ol Canada, or 1ts re1nsurers. A photostat olth1S author~zauon shalt be as valtd as tne 
oflgmal 

Signed at 

3-2-80 

Date 

Slgn•turw of 
Llf• tn•urwd 
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COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR PARAMEDICAL AND MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS 
YES NO We1gh1 change 1n past12 months 

12 He1ght 0 tt & ms. 
(in shoes) ____ 0 em 01d you measure? Loss __ 

13 Gu"th ot barea chest G1nn ot abdomen 

D D Ga1n __ 

---w-.-,g-h-1 -----0-tb-s---------,-.-.-.-o--J Reason 
at um011icus __ 

(house cloth1ngl __ 0 kgs D1d you we1gh? D 0 
Mates 
onty 

lull exp1rat1on __ 

1• Blood Pressure (SIIhng -w1thout rest or exerc1se) 
Repeat at end ol exammat1on tl over 140/90 

15 A Pulse Rate'---------- 16 UrlnaiJSII 

(Haemacomb1St1~~: MethOd) 

READINGS FIRST SECOND FINAL 8 Ettect ot exerc1se (twenty rap1d toe touches or 
eQuivalent) 

Glucose Neg 0 Pos 0 
Protem Neg 0 Pos 0 

SystOliC 

D•astoi1C mm 
(at cessat1on ot sound) 

ADDITIONAL REPORT BY MEDICAL EXAMINER 

t7 Any evidence ol past or preaent dlseaee of: 

A Nervous System? (reflexes. coord1natron. tremors etc) 

I Head and Neck? 

Ears?-deafness. diSCharge hearrng a1d. etc 

Eyes?- blindness. rehna. ere 

Mouth? -mctudmg throat 

Purse rate 
per m1nute 
E~~:tra systoles 
per mmute 

YES 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C Hean and blood vessets?- Exam1ne tn erect ana recvmbent pos1t.on be
lore and atte• exerc1se Complete sect1on 18 •I any abnormality IS tound 0 

BE~ORE 1MME:.l1ATELY WQ t.'INUlES 
EXERCISE AFlEA AFTER 

Stood Neg 0 Pos 0 
ONLY Send ur1ne sample to 
Head Qthce 11 any test IS pos1\1ve 

Date mat led 

NO (Please comment fully on any abnormal hndrng) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
----------1 

D Chest a11d Lungs? E~~:am1ne on bare cnes! w•tr, exp1ratory cough 

E Abdomen? Lrver. spleen. abnormal masses tenderness. hernra- reason 
lor surgrcal scar 

F Genrlo-Unnary System? (rnclude prostate) 

G Musculoskeletal System? (Include sp1ne. JOintS. delormrhes) 

H Endocnne System? \InClude thyroid. breasts} 

I Sktn-xanthomas. nev• etc? Lymph noae::.? 

11 A Is there a murmur rn the (rt more tt.an one. descrrbe oetow as no 1 ana nc 2J 

Erect Recumbent 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 
== 

0 0 

0 0 

Left lateral pos1t1on 
YES or NO YES or NO YES0<NO 

Timing Intensity 
0 Systohc G Farnt 
0 Pre-systoi1C C Moderate 
0 Orastolrc 0 Loud 

Trenamlaalon beyond valve aree 
0 Yes 0 Nc 

8 Does exerctse produce 
0 Shortness of breath C Palp1tat10n 

C Does exerctse cause the murmur to 

Quality 
C Sott 
C Blowrng 
~ Rough 

C Pam 

D Increase 0 Decrease 0 Orsappear 

Location 
C M1trat 
C Aortrc 
0 Putmon1c 

C No 01s1ress 

C Remarn the same 

D Do you cons1der the heart enlarged? Yes 0 No 0 

E Please locate 

Apex by X 
Area ot murmur • •, 
ov acned outtrne '•' 

~~~~s~:l~~atest 0 
TransmiSSIOn by .._..,. 

F Is there a h1story ot s11eptococca1 
or spec1I1C 1nlect10n? 

YesLJ NoD 

G What IS your dragnOSIS? 

11 How long have you known 
the person e~~:am1ned? 

Is appearar,ce unhealthy 
Is the person e~r.am1ned a pa_''"_"_'? __ v_e_s _D __ N_o_D _______ o_•_o_td_e'_'"-"_"_"_"'_•d_a_::g_e? ___ ve_s_D ___ No_D_ 

Has apphcant to your knowleoge ever abused the use o: alcohol or been addiCtea_•_o_d•_ug::_s_' ___ v_e_s_::D=--___ No-=0=---------------

Do you know of any facts bearrng on the rrsk wh•CI"I are not orought out by tne toregorng Quest1ons? Yes 0 No 0 lt··yes··. gwe deta11s below 

Was exammat101'1 completed rn your ofhce? YesO NoD 01d you requrre an rnlerpreter to Quest1on the person exam•ned? YesO No 0 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS 

l£gnature et Eumlner 
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Our first and most serious problem was that there 

existed little or no matching between the non-medical questions 

asked by Mutual Life and the questions used in the biological 

age models now in existence. Hence, it was impossible for us 

to feed the Mutual Life data into any of the pre-packaged 

biological age models. 

Instead, it was decided that we would access two 

sets of underwriting data. Each set would consist of approximately 

eight hundred applications. Using the first set of applications 

(which, in fact, totalled 824) we would build a model that could 

discriminate between those applicants that were rated or rejected 

from those applicants who were issued standard without further 

information. Using the model developed on this first set of 

applications, we would then run it on the second set of appli-

cations (which, in fact, totalled 829) to see if our model could 

correctly separate out those applicants that could safely be 

issued insurance at standard rates with no further underwriting, 

from those who could not. 

Using the first 824 apps, then, we built a model 

of the type described earlier (e.g. see equation 8) where, in 

this instance, P(x 1 , ... ,xk) is the probability that an individual 

•·lith variables x 1 , ... , xk corresponding to information from the 

application, will be judged non-standard or rejected. 
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Then 

1 

where lx 1 , .. . ,xk) represent responses to a set of K items 

chosen from the questionnaire, and the 

the weights attached to the items. 

r.'s represent 

The data on which the model was built consisted 

of information, of the type described earlier, on 824 appli

cations representing approximately one month's adult non-medical 

applications. Of these 824 arplications, 10 were issued non

standard, and 17 were rejected. For the purposes of these 

analyses, these latter 27 policies were grouped into one 

category, called the non standard group hereafter. Further, 

the analysis emphasized only the health related information 

from the questionnaire. 

Initially, simple summaries of the data 

comparing the responses of the standard group and the non

standard group on each of the medical based questions from 

the application were conducted. These analyses indicated 

certain questions for which the response pattern was different 

in the two groups. Secondly, as an overall measure of the 

status of the applicant, a single variable, the number of 
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MODEL 1 

Response to Question BA 

Response to question 9B 

The number of "no" 
answers 

Age 

MODEL 2 

Alcohol use 

Cigarette smoking 

Response to question BA 

The number of "no" answers 

Age 

Both models seemed to predict equally well, 

however there were some anomalies in the models in that 

responding "yes" to the questions on alcohol use, cigarette 

smoking and question BA increased the estimated probability 

of being judged standard. (Those patterns were also apparent 

in the original data, i.e. a higher proportion of standard 

cases drank, and a higher proportion smoked.) 

With the maximum likelihood estimates of the 

coefficients in the model, it was possible to estimate, for 

each subject, his or her chance of being judged standard. 

By choosing a cut-off level and declaring standard anyone 

with an estimated probability of being standard which 

exceeded that value, it was possible to assign each individual 

to one of the four cells in the summary table below. 
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MODEL 
CLASSIFICATIOl' 

Standard 

Table 3. Results of classification 

based on the moael 

ACTUAL RATING 

Standard Non-Standard 

Non-standard! n-1-0-------+----n-1-1--------~------
~797 27 824 

Thus, in the table, cases are 

correctly classified, while n 10 + n 01 are ·incorrectly 

classified. By varying the cut-off level it is possible to 

increase or decrease the number predicted in the standard 

class. For the purposes of this illustration, the cut-off 

level 795 
824 = .9672 was chosen as this produced small values 

of n 01 with reasonably small values of n10 • In practice, 

one could choose a cut-off level which reduced the size of 

n 01 at the expense of increasing n 10 by assessing the 

costs of misclassifying a standard as , non-standard against 

the costs of the other misclassification (i.e. the extra cost 

of underwriting 'standard' cases vs. missing a substandard 

case). Alternatively, one could choose to underwrite, by hand, 

the X% of cases with the lowest estimated probabilities of 

being standard. 
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Standard 

When applied to the original data set, using 

the cut-off level .9672, the two models were able to 

discriminate as shown below. 

MODEL 1 

Table 4. Results of classification 

for Models 1 and 2 

ACTUAL RATING 

MODEL 2 

ACTUAL RATING 

Standard Non-standard Standard Non-standard 

668 2 670 Standard 681 4 685 

Non-standard 129 25 154 Non-standard 116 23 139 

797 27 824 797 27 824 

131 Thus, using model 1, 15.9% c824 J of the cases 

were misclassified but most importantly, only two non-standard 

cases were misclassified as standard. Increasing the cut-off to 

.975 resulted in only one non-standard case being misclassified as 

standard, however 151 standard cases were classfied as non-

standard. This one non-standard case could not be correctly 

classified with a cut-off level as high as .99*. Model 2 did not 

fare quite so well, misclassifying fewer cases overall, but 

* 7 urther investigation revealed that this case was rated non
standard on the basis of special information on the applicant's 
arthritis, gout and rheumatism obtained from X-ray examination. 
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missing 4 out of 27 non-standard cases[3 out of 27 using a level 

of .975). 

It is well known that regression models often 

predict considerably better for the data set on which they 

were built than on other similar data sets; but in testing 

the models developed earlier on the next 829 applications 

coded, (819 standard, 10 non-standard or rejected) as indicated 

in Table 5, both models were able to correctly identify all 

10 non-standard cases!! Model 1, using a cut-off point of 

.9672, misclassified 139 standard cases as non-standard, while 

model 2, with a cut-off level of .9672 did marginally better, 

misclassifying 135 standard cases. 

MODEL 1 

ACTUAL 

Table 5. Results of Classifications 

based on models 1 and 2 

for the second data set 

RATING 

MODEL 2 

ACTUAL RATING 

Standard Non-standard Standard Non-standard 

Standard 680 0 680 Standard 684 0 684 

Non-standard 139 10 149 Non-standard 135 10 145 

819 10 829 819 10 829 
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Thus, model 1 would have declared 680 applications 

as standard, leaving only 149 (18%) to be underwritten in 

the usual way. This could have resulted in a potential saving 

of about 80% of the cost of underwriting, balanced against 

the additional expense of approximately $.62, the cost of 

computer time to use the model to classify the 829 applications. 

CONCLUSION 

As pointed out earlier, the Mutual life issues 

close to 80,000 individual life insurance policies a year. 

75% of these are issued non-medical with an underwritinq and issue 

cost of around $100 each and delay time of close to five days. 

Only 3.5% of the non-medical applications are 

rate or declined, on average. 

We have shown, through the use of a fairly 

crude model, that a computer can be programmed to produce 

results very close to those determined by human underwriters. 

This was done using input data that was not designed for 

computerization nor was it based on any preconceived model 

such as the biological age model. 
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We feel that a great deal of the underwriting 

that is being done in an expensive and relatively slow manner 

today could be computerized. This would require using a 

machine-readable application form and we might wish to use 

input more suited to the existing biological age models, 

although we have shown that this may not be essential. 

One of the exciting prospects of a computerized 

underwriting model is that it can continuously reassess 

itself! For example, every time a policyholder dies, the 

computer can retrieve the application form for the policy-

holder and determine what information was provided that 

might have predicted that early (normal, or late) death. 

In this manner, the computer can statistically reanalyze 

the weights that have been given to each input parameter 

and continuously improve its own programme! 

Once one has faith in this computerized model, 

one can have a much more refined pricing stratification than 

exists today. No longer will 75-85% of all cases be priced 

based on sex and biological age only. Rather, the computer 

will determine the "time to death" in its program and set 

the proper premium level accordingly. 
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This same methodology, applied to life annuities, 

would go far to answering the feminists clamouring for unisex 

annuity mortality tables since one would no longer be pricing 

based only on sex and chronological age. Rather, one would 

be pricing based on an objective statistical prediction as 

to "time to death". 

One can visualize a day, in the not-too-distant 

future ,·vhere an agent will enter the clients home with his 

portable computer terminal. After using the terminal as 

a sales aid (e.g. to show cost comparisons and investment 

attributes) the agent will then ask the client the usual 

application questions. The answers to these questions will 

be entered into the computer through the portable terminal 

and, in a matter of seconds, the computer will tell the 

agent whether his client has been accepted, rejected, or 

whether further information is required. (Note -- the 

term rated will no longer be used) . 

If the client is accepted, the computer will 

produce the price level for the policy required based on 

the statistical analysis of time-to-death. Then, if the 

client is in agreement, the portable terminal will print 

out a policy and the process will be complete! 
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